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Codeless Architecture frees agencies  

from IP lock-in with an open-standard  

paradigm that empowers enterprises  

to master composability & modernization

Who we are
Unqork created the new category of  
enterprise no-code and invented the 
Codeless Architecture standard that is  
the future of software development. Our  
mission is to enable our customers to  
create applications that power their  
businesses. With our platform, customers 
innovate faster & with greater agility, all  
at a lower cost.

What we do 
We have entered a new frontier of software 
development and it’s codeless—Unqork  
is the first company to entirely abstract  
code from the application development  
process. Unqork stands apart from other  
low-code/no-code platforms because our 
Codeless Architecture allows clients to  
build applications that are visual, modular,  
and secure. Codeless Architecture provides  
the foundation for organizations to stay  
agile and accelerate their business into  

the future where customer and employee 
expectations are higher than ever, all without 
using code.

Unqork’s Codeless Architecture allows the 
enterprise to compose and manage rapid  
application delivery that is secure, reliable, 
and pressure tested. Development cycles 
for enterprise applications are measured in 
weeks, rather than in months or years, with 
no legacy code to maintain over time.

How we help
Integrate all of your systems and data,  
orchestrate and automate complex  
business processes, and create modern  
on-brand customer experiences.

Innovative companies using Unqork are  
building enterprise applications 3x faster 
without custom code.
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Integrate all of your systems & data
• Build an integrated source of truth for your data; eliminate outdated silos and legacy 

• Consolidate systems & data with future proof predictable pricing for a fraction of the cost

Increase productivity through automation
• Automate processes to make your teams more productive, saving time and resources

• Deliver rapid outcomes; enhance as IT demands change 

Create branded digital experiences at scale
• Deploy consumer-grade experiences to attract and delight your customers

• Flexible styling, reusable UI templates

Seamlessly integrate with your third-party integrations and use pre-built 

Marketplace listings to expedite your application development

Example of Onboarding Application
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Example of Application User Interface

High-value use cases

Compliance 
Ethics Management (EM)  
CIOs are spending far too much and  

wasting too many hours manually  

tracking forms and documentation inside 

the government. Ethics officials are  

becoming increasingly frustrated with  

how manual the process is, especially  

as demand continues to increase.

 

All users at the agency need access to 

these applications and the users log in  

a couple of times per year. It is a very  

expensive proposition to use a low code 

platform. Using a codeless architecture  

approach, removing legacy code that is 

creating a more sustainable business  

model to managing agency modernization 

budget. For a fraction of the cost federal 

agencies and ethics officials can replace 

manual, time-consuming processes with  

integrations, automation, and orchestration.  

Risk Management (RM) 
Reliance on legacy manual processes and 

document-based approaches significantly 

reduce the value, efficiency, and  

effectiveness of the Risk Management 

Framework (RMF). The Unqork platform is 

specifically designed to help agencies free 

data from documents, provide insights to 

your technical landscape, and significantly 

reduce the time resources required to  

manage the lifecycle of the RMF. 
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High-value use cases

Operations Automation  
Case Management  

Consolidate systems and data enabling  

the transformation of traditional  

administration functions. Eliminate  

bottlenecks/silos; simplify processes  

resulting in rapid outcomes. Completely 

customize the look and feel of your  

compliance experience, one that is  

intuitive and secure.

Human Capital Management 

Programs like EEO compliance and  

employee onboarding can be arduous and 

manual for Federal agencies without the 

right tools in place. Unqork’s Human Capital 

Management solutions automate manual 

processes, improve collaboration among 

stakeholders, and increase overall flexibility.

Pricing and Licensing

Low-code legacy licensing models are:  

outdated, extremely expensive, and  

many users find themselves paying for  

way more capacity than they are actually 

consuming all the while dreading the  

annual subscription renewal quotation.

Technology Transformation
Business Workflows  

(Orchestration / Ops Automation)  

By combining a robust integration  

framework with sophisticated workflow  

and rules engines, Unqork makes it easy  

for agencies to orchestrate complex  

workflows across all components of  

their digital ecosystem including new 

codeless applications, legacy systems 

(even those built with a traditional  

code-based approach), and external 

third-party services. 

Legacy Modernization

Agencies can use Unqork to build fresh, 

modern UIs for legacy systems that can be 

seamlessly integrated into the rest of their 

digital ecosystem. 
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Getting started with Unqork is easy

Jumpstart your application  
today and visit unqork.com 

Academy:
Build the skills that will help you digitally transform your organization 

Join your peers and learn how to develop with no-code in no time with robust guided 

curriculums, certification assessments, courses, and resources 

Community Hub:
Connect to all the resources you need 

A fully integrated and self-sustaining community that unlocks the full potential of each 

Unqork Creator, enabling them to create applications at rapid speed

Marketplace: 
Jumpstart your app by building with the best 

Using the Unqork Marketplace, users can easily surface and integrate enterprise-grade 

pre-built snippets, templates, integrations, and accelerators designed by industry  

experts, Unqork technology partners, and fellow Creators
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